Simple approach to the radiated scalp wound using INTEGRA skin substitute.
The chronic irradiated scalp wound remains one of the most difficult reconstructions for the plastic surgeon. With its inherent radiodermatitis and poor healing potential, chronic ulcers down to bone will result if coverage cannot be achieved. Reconstructive procedures as simple as a skin graft have a high complication rate in the irradiated wound and often fail. Local tissue transfer also has a high failure and complication rate because of the decreased vascularity of the wound bed and radiation damage to the surrounding scalp tissue, limiting its manipulation. The authors report two cases using a simple method with INTEGRA bilaminate skin substitute (Integra Life Sciences, Plainsboro, NJ) for repair of difficult wounds of the radiated scalp. Case one involves a patient with nonhealing radiation ulcers that had failed local wound care, hyperbaric oxygen, and split-thickness skin grafting. Case two involves a patient with extensive squamous cell cancer of the scalp that recurred despite total scalp radiation, requiring resection of more than 50% of the total surface area of the scalp. Both these patients were successfully treated using INTEGRA artificial skin substitute (Integra Life Sciences). This simple method using INTEGRA (Integra Life Sciences) resulted in complete healing of the radiated scalp wound and an acceptable, functional, and cosmetic outcome with minimal morbidity to the patients.